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 Caution! Using the current Ozone 3.08 pre-release is not recommended. We recommend using version 3.05. To determine
whether you are using a pre-release, follow these steps: Open Ozone. Click on the About icon in the menu bar. To access the

About window, open the Ozone menu, then choose About or More Info... Click on the About icon in the About window. If the
version displayed is “Developer Pre-release”, then you are using a pre-release. Important! Ozone 3.08 is not compatible with the
current version of MEGA v2. This may cause error messages when working with files and folders or accessing the album folder.

Changes in Ozone 3.08 This version of Ozone has the following updates: Fixed the issue of displaying some files or folders as
“Unmodified”. Converted some characters in some filenames, such as those with “äöüß” characters. The issue was that some

characters were interpreted differently when placed inside the filename. The location of the playlist used to read and write files
and folders in the user’s folder has changed. Added a new “Make playlists last longer” option. Fixed the issue of the playlist
making a new bookmark whenever the cursor moves to the end of the playlist. Fixed the issue of the playlist skipping to the
beginning when the cursor moves to the end of the playlist. Added the “Split” action to the “Move to playlist” context menu.
Added the “Split file” and “Split folder” actions to the “Move to playlist” context menu. Added the “Rename” action to the
“Move to playlist” context menu. Added the “Rename” action to the “Make duplicate” context menu. Added the “Rename”
action to the “Rename…” context menu. Added the “Delete” action to the “Rename…” context menu. Added the “Delete”

action to the “Move 82157476af
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